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Our Context

Transforming Our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

A plan of action for peace and prosperity for our planet and its people through partnership.
Our Roles

ILO

Promoting Jobs, Protecting People

Tripartite: Governments, Employers, Workers

Our Roles

Statisticians

In official statistics, in labour statistics, in other areas (in ministries, in academe, in research institutes)

Information to make right decisions

Statistics for policies
Statistics for monitoring accomplishments
The Future We Want

peace and prosperity

for our planet and its people

How to journey to that future?

Roadmap
People
Legal Frameworks
Data Ecosystems
Partnerships
Communication
Roadmap

Clear strategies for statistics

-Cape Town Global Action Plan for Sustainable Development Data

-National Strategy for the Development of Statistics

People

Leaders

Technical and Support staff

Champions

The Youth
Legal Frameworks

Statistics laws that incorporate UN Fundamental Principles of Official Statistics

Data Ecosystems

Different sources of information

Different methodologies
Partnerships

Globally

Within regions

Within countries

With other communities (policy makers, geospatial community, academia, communication specialists)

Communication

Data Visualization

Open Data

Enhanced Websites

Media
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Website:
www.psa.gov.ph

/PhilStatAuthority
@PSAgovph